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INTRODUCTION

• **Inequality of care access**

• **Global outreach exist in Africa and Asia from decades.**

• **There is a need to increase adequate collaboration and sustainability.**

• **We could, we should improve all together its efficiency.**
INTRODUCTION

Cornerstones of success:

- The request must be made by the hosted teams.
- The outreach team must adapt to the request.
OBJECTIVES

• IMPROVE THE PATIENTS HEALTH CARE.
• IMPROVE THE TEAMS TRAINING.
• PROVIDE EQUIPMENT CONFORM TO THE HOST INSTITUTION REQUIREMENTS.
• DEVELOP THE RESEARCH.
• BUILD A LONG TERM AND STRENGTHEN ACTION.
HOW TO REACH THESE OBJECTIVES?

- **Connection with the world**

- **Build a interactive website**.

- **Draw up a charter**.
  - **Ethical consideration**
  - **At the heart of the global outreach project**.

- **http://orlfrancehumanitaire.org**
- **http://humanitarian.ifosworld.org**
IFOS involvement in global outreach is one of its important missions. IFOS is promoting global actions and all missions respecting the Charter of global mutual aid.

An international advisory board can receive through this website the needs and requests both from volunteers willing to help colleagues in a field of Otolaryngology-Head Neck surgery and from local teams willing to be helped.

In order to facilitate global actions, "demanders" and "givers" can be put in touch, and assistance will be provided, as much as possible, by IFOS.
Article 1: General principles Missions are independant of any groups (political, economical, ethnical, confessional)

Article 2 Missions have the objectives of providing Medical help together with diffusing Medical knowledge

Article 3: Ethical concerns . The help is given with no discrimination and always adapted to the critical situation of the rescued population

Article 4 The missions are to be achieved with respect of the cultural identity and the dignity of each individual

Article 5: Ethical concerns . Missions are always carried out in response to a request of the concerned population or of the legal representatives, in emergency, or for long-term projects. Missions are to be coordinated and must collaborate with other missions or institutions acting for the same medical problems

Article 6: Ethical concerns Members fo the missions have to be experienced professionals, fully mastering the techniques they use during their missions

Article 7: Objectives of the missions are to be realistic and adapted to local conditions The follow-up of patients is to be organized

Article 8 : Missions should rather be part of a long –term project •Diffusion of knowledge to the local population must be the priority objective.

Article 9: security . Members of the missions must be covered by a repatriation insurance and public liability.
HOW TO REACH THESE OBJECTIVES?

- Development a collaboration between the both teams
  - Local or national convention
  - Hospital or University
  - National program (WHO)

- Specify the fields of activity
  - Otology
  - Oncology
  - Pediatric airways
  - Plastic
HOW TO REACH THESE OBJECTIVES?

- **Training the trainers:**
  - Medical and para medical teams.
    - ENT, anesthesiologist.
    - Speech therapist, audiologist...
  - Open access library.
  - Remote collaboration with network.
  - IFOS world master courses (Dubai, Vietnam...)

- **Build a coordination with others teams. (IFOS website of global outreach)**
  - Identify and coordinate same activities in the countries.
  - [http://humanitarian.ifosworld.org](http://humanitarian.ifosworld.org)
Quality of the outreach teams:
- Level of training.
- Insurances, local context knowledge.

- MATERIALS, sustainability:
  - Improve resources if possible
  - Set a maintainance program
  - Training program.

- Develop Practice Guidelines for Limited Resource Settings (Pr Fagan)
  - [https://doi.org/10.1002/hed.24591](https://doi.org/10.1002/hed.24591)

- Develop collaborative research:
  - Clinical research.
  - Patients follow up, exhaustive data collection.
  - Publication in journal with peers review with both teams (ex european annals).
EXAMPLE IN CAMBODIA: CHRONIC EAR SURGERY EXPERIENCE WITH ASIE SUD EST AUDITION REHABILITATION (ASEAR)

- CHRONIC EAR DISEASE IS VERY COMMON IN CAMBODIA
- LOW MEDICAL RESOURCE AND KNOWLEDGE IN THIS HIGH SPECIALIZED FIELD

REQUIREMENTS:
- HOW TO SELECT PATIENTS?
- HOW TO TEST AUDITORY FUNCTION
- SURGICAL MANAGEMENT: WHERE? WHICH SURGICAL EQUIPMENT?
- WHICH TECHNIQUE?
- WHAT ABOUT THE FOLLOW-UP?
SELECTION OF PATIENTS

- **Train nurses to identify patients with chronic ear disease**
- **Train them to treat infections**: dry ears are better before surgery
- **Train them to achieve auditory testing**: simple and robust audiometers
- **Preliminary days of consultation mandatory in order to check indications**
EVALUATION OF RESOURCES: HOSPITAL, MATERIALS, POSTOP BEDS
MEDICAL TEAM: ENTS AND ANESTHESIOLOGISTS

What about cardiac resuscitation? ElectroShoking device?
Is the table rotating?
Are there belts to secure the patient when rotating the table?
Is there any cautery device?
...
LIMITED RESOURCES TO BE AWARE OF
HELPING LOCAL TEAM: STEP BY STEP

Guiding the hands of local surgeons
For mastoidecomy
AND AFTER? ORGANIZING POSTOPERATIVE FOLLOW-UP

- keep safe the operative charts
- organise several missions a year
- be sure of local nurses and/or physicians

For the follow-up
- Anticipate the need for antalgics and antibiotics
- Telemedicine: very good option if possible
Exemples : Madagascar « entendre le monde »

- Since 5 years.
- 10 days/year.
- At least 10 years of support.
- 2 surgeons, 2 anesthesiologist, 1 audiologist
- Définition type of activity with local team.
- All year support.
- Main goals:
  - Training,
  - Fitting,
  - Surgeing.
Exemples : Madagascar « entendre le monde »

- 455 patients
- 87 surgeries
- Tymanoplasty, cholesteatoma
- 220 audiometric tests
- 45 patients fitted with hearing aid (36 bilateral)
- 2 courses/week
- 2 residents in training
EXEMPLE : MADAGASCAR
« ENTENDRE LE MONDE »

- FITTING
EXEMPLE : MADAGASCAR
« ENTENDRE LE MONDE »

• TRAINING
EXEMPLE : MADAGASCAR
« ENTENDRE LE MONDE »

- See patients and surgering
Mission humanitaire ORL
Madagascar
du 10 au 17 janvier 2019
CONCLUSIONS

• **Global Outreach Action in ENT is done for years**

• **Efforts have to focus on ethical respect, sustainability, and effective training of local teams.**

• **Collaborative exchanges, both in clinical and research fields are the main factors of the success.**

• **The humanitarian charter recall the main points to check before beginning such a global action.**

• **Ideally the publication of global action results and research would prove the effectiveness of such missions.**

• **Easy access to internet, worldwide connection and telemedicine technology should help and facilitate this collaboration.**